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PROBLEMS' Qi' SECUKXT'i 1N_.A±KI_C_A*

by Janscs o.C Jonah**

1ntroducti on

as a general observation, the concept ot security has

defied precise definition while remaining highly emotive.

Governments and peoples everywhere are inclined to surrender

much to the altar ot security, particularly in the context ot"

national security. While laudable heroism has been displayed

in tine defense 01 national security, enormous damage has been

done to individual lives in the blind pursuit of national

security. internal and external security considerations have

been invoked to suppress democratic principles and scarce

resources have been disproportionately assiqned to the

rei nt orcement of security.

Vet, there does not exist a clear definition ot what one

means by security. m the Russian Language, we have a

somewhat clear meaning: "security" is made or two words that

mean "without danger11. But what kind of danger and from what

direction? In inter-state relations, there is the habit of

thinking about external threats to security. To mec-t such

threats, nation-States have built elaborate military aud

security establishments. The Uast-West arms race, both in the

*Peace-keepinq matters are not covered in this paper since

General Erskine will concentrate on this particular subject.

**Aii. views expressed are those of the author in his personal

capacity and should not be attributed to the United Nations.



nuclear and conventional dimensions, have been classic

examples. But even in this context, we have encountered

difficulties. How much military expenditures for security?

in an etfort to strengthen security in the East-West arms

race, the concept of deterrence has been highly defined. Some

have raised questions whether deterrence by itself can ensure

security and even if so, at what cost.

All those involved in efforts to promote a peaceful

settlement of the Arab-Israeli dispute know that one of the

thorny problems is how one defines "secure borders", a

specific demand of the Government of Israel that has been

provided tor in Security Council resolution 242(1967). How do

we determine a secure borderV Is it appropriate to adjust

borders in order to enhance security by the acquisition of

territories? Is it still relevant to ensure security by

attempts to provide for "defensible borders". Or is it more

realistic, in present circumstances, to ensure security by

developing peaceful contacts and relationships between peoples

such as one finds between the Nordic peoples, the US and

Canada and as is being done between the peoples of Western

Europe.

Any focus on internal security will present similar

difficulties. During the tense periods of the cold war,

several States were inordinately concerned with the issues of

internal subversion as a threat to internal security. In



pursuit ot internal security and tne suppression ol internal

subversion, human rights and civil liberties were often

brutally violated. but what proper and adequate defences

could one provide to ensure internal security? This is an

issue which may be of crucial importance to Atrica.

The general unhappiness with the contusion over the

debate on security matters has led many to explore the non-

miiitary aspects ot security. While it is still true that

militarily weak states are vulnerable to predatory States, it

is felt that security should not be seen merely in the context

ot military capability, but should take into account social

and political stability as well as economic performance. it

will be most beneficial to Africa's well-being if such a broad

concept of security would be embraced by African Governments

and peoples,

The,._Qver-aU .Atrica_n_Pr^fitlc.e

Historical as well as recent developments in Africa would

suggest a rather interesting security picture in comparison

with that of Europe. It is possible to make the bold

statement that national security matters need to be viewed

differently in Atrica. Even though some have pointed to the

many tribal and ethnic conflicts in Africa, even in historical

periods Large-scale inter-State conflicts in Atrica have been

rare. There are many historical and conceptual factors for

this. The nation-State system has not yet fully developed in
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many Afric.n countries, "states" ana -Hation- are not the

same even thou.h, in our.daily discourse, we taiK about the,

ln the sarae sense. Kor example, whUe Switzerland is a State,

it i, not a single nation, rather xt i. co.po.ed of three

separate nation, or nationality - Krencn, Italian and

Ge,a, It i. not surpr.sin,, therefore, that tnis State w.th

dl«.r.nt nat.onaiities or nations was act.aXiy esta.X.shed

an, .uaranteea ,V the other European po«ers as a ,»«.r State.

Countless efforts have not yet produced an accurate

on o, what constitutes a "nation". Xs it a co-on

1W, a co-on historical experxence or .i.ilar cultural

-, iq nreferable to state that the
background? Perhaps, it is prerera

concept o* "nat.on" i. a state ot .i^. Certa.nXy, this «

what raay ,e necessary in the African context. -nile there

exi.t in Mnca an ,—a.e and wide variety ot ethn.c ano

tri..! .roups, Atrican State, have not yet succeeded ,»

moldin, inaxvidua! nation-States. Xn «nv ^stances, we .txU
have mere "graphical expressions". The ditiicult tasK o-

Mtion-buildin, has been complicated by the historical i.pact

ot coxoniali- and the associated probl- of the manner xn

which European powers divided up the African content. It x.

no secret that African colonial .oundar.es were drawn to

«ti.fy European national interests rather than African trxbal

or ethnic autonomy.



Kuropean colonial administration, though varied, has had

a frustrating impact on efforts to fashion nation-States in

Africa. Briefly, the British system or colonial

administration, in general, stressed in direct rule, which

relied on tribal rulers or authorities, particularly in the

Protectorate areas. The French and the Portuguese systems

tended towards central control from the metropolitan capitals

and the involvement of "educated" or "cultured" Africans in

the central administration when necessary and appropriate.

However, in those cases where African colonial territories

were viewed as suitable for European settlers, the

administration was designed mainly to suit European settlers,

in such instances, the African population was largely

marginalized. These differing systems of administration and

practices have conspired to produce a bewildering set of

problems for nation building in Africa - persistent tribal and

ethnic differentiation, potential border conflicts and crises

ot identity.

During the colonial period, the national security of

African territories was handled by various colonial, powers

concerned. In the two World Wars, except tor the North

African campaign and for minor military engagements in South

west Africa, East Africa and a portion ot West Africa, the

African continent was largely left undisturbed. in the
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post- colonial period, the general absence oi nation-States in

the European context - as discussed above, has been partly

responsible tor the low priority aiven to national security

issues as composed to the European historical experience.

But even in the European experience,, it is often

forgotten that until the period of the Napoleonic wars,

national security was not a major factor. Since then, oi

course, the European States have been engaged in many inter-

State conflicts in addition to the two great World Wars -

1914-1918 and I9j9-194b. It is theretore not surprising ttiat

European States have defined and refined the concept oi

national security. The cold war period, which also saw

national reconciliation between Germany and France, radically

advanced the concept or national security in the context or

security regimes and security alliance systems. The

revolutionary development of weapons systems and the general

sense of insecurity it produced in Europe made the concept oi

security an over-arching concept,

internal Security in Africa

The f act that the concept of nations 1 security has been

given low priority should not be taken to mean that some

African States had not devoted resources to national security.

In the north ot Africa, the Horn and Southern Africa, a number

of African States have focused their attention on national

security. But this has been the exception rather than the
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rule. Due account should aiso be taken of the many inter-

State armed contiicts or armed clashes that have occurred in

Airica - Ghana - Togo, Somalia - Ethiopia, Morocco - Aiqeria,

Dahomey - Niger, Somalia - Kenya, Malawi - Tanzania, Uganda -

Tanzania, Libya - Chad, Libya - Egypt, Guinea - Guinea-Bissau,

Cameroon - Nigeria, Chad - Nigeria, Guinea-Bissau - Senegal,

Burkina Faso- Mali, Kenya - Uganda and Mauritania - Senegal.

Despite these occurrences, it is a tact that African

States are inclined to devote resources more to internal

security control. The reason tor this pre-occupation is

clear. The tactors that make it difficult to construct

nations in Africa have also produced enormous difficulties for

African rulers. The continuing poor performance ot African

countries in development has resulted in the lack of basic

intrastructural development. This, in turn, has greatly

degraded social communication and mobilization. Consequently,

the colonial legacy ot tribal and ethnic differentiation has

not been alleviated. When this tactor is combined with the

absence ot democratic traditions and the paucity of middle

classes in African societies, it is clear why internal

security is a major concern.

The persistent tribal and ethnic differentiation is

closely Jinked to tribal and ethnic rivalries. in a number or

African countries, the ruling parties are based on tribal or

ethnic groups - either a dominant tribal group or an



acceptable minority tribal qroup that is used as a balance.

The significance is that in many instances the ruler is

tempted to place greater reliance on his own tribal or ethnic

qroup. in the circumstances, key social institutions, such as

the army or other security organs, are assigned to tribal or

ethnic groups allied to him. Such practices have tended to

intensity tribal and ethnic rivalries. Deep suspicions of the

designs ot opposing ethnic groups have resulted in the

strengtnening ot the internal security apparatus in the hands

ot the rulers' ethnic groups. The civil strife in Liberia is

a classic example.

in instances where the problem is not wholly tribal or

ethnic, it may well be the determination ot the ruler to

maintain his rule at all costs. This often means the

strengthening of the internal security apparatus. A similar

situation prevails when a military regime is in charge. In

such a situation, the military is judged to be given the

lion's share of scarce resources to ensure that internal

security is maintained by safe and happy hands.

Those closely concerned with development continue to

argue that resources should be diverted from the internal

security sector to more productive use. They have thus

proposed that major arms suppliers reduce substantially their

arms sales to African countries. but African Governments are

just as ready to give high priority to the issue of security



as vital to the state. it may we]1 be necessary tor African

States to examine more cioseiy the.tr security needs. it it is

true, as has been suggested here, that national security or

external three^ts are not ma~jor tactors in the greater part of

Africa, then one must ask why the need to devote so much

scarce resources to the organs of security.

Perhaps, such an examination can be possible only when

Atrican States have opted for political plural ism in contrast

to the tendency towards one-party States. Even though some

have asserted that democratic States are more peaceful, there

is no clear empirical evidence tor this. Sti11, a more

democratic system or government may begin to resolve some of

the problems of security. It is of some interest that one

argument in support of a one-party State is the desire to

enhance national unity. The argument is that democratic

pluralism will deepen tribal or ethnic rivalries. But, in

many instances, one-party States have relied on the supremacy

of one ethnic group which in turn has worsened ethnic

conflicts. One wonders whether Atrican States are ready to

follow the example of Costa Rica, which abolished its national

array in favour of strengthening the democratic institutions.

QQJ^^_Jtf itty. exte^

As was suggested above, during the colonial period, when

many African countries were mere appendages of European

colonial powers, their security, both internal and external.
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was guaranteed by their various metropolitan powers. In the

immediate post-colonial period, some African States, when

confronted with internal insurrection or civil strife, called

on European powers to ensure their security. This was

generally irowned upon and many African States are reluctant

now to call in European powers to protect them. In other

instances, a number of Francophone African States have entered

into agreement with France to ensure their security. This has

led to the stationing of French troops in some of these

countries. While under this agreement, France has had

occasion to send in troops, there is now a feeling that France

may not be ready to send forces every time it is called upon

to do so. The recent developments in Chad, when France did

not rush to help the Government, and that of Cote d'lvoire

have been cited as examples.

African countries that are located in strategic areas,

such as the Horn, northern Africa and southern Africa, have

dealt with their security concerns in the context of East-West

rivalry. In an attempt to cope with external threats, they

have relied on the major powers. In doinq so, they have often

resorted to ideological sympathising with their potential arms

suppliers. In its confrontation with Israel, Egypt understood

that Israel's main arms suppliers were from the Western

countries - initially France in the early sixties and later

the United States. The clear option for Egypt was, therefore,
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an arms supply from the East, the then ideological opponent of

the West. Hence Egypt's initial arms suppliers were

Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union and, atter Camp David, the

United States itself. But by opting for an Eastern arms

supplier, Kqypt was then perceived as belonging to the

Socialist camp. In this sense, all East-West struggles were

brought to Africa. Similarly, in the Horn of Atrica, tor

strateqic reasons, the United States and the Soviet Union,

during the cold war, were major arms suppliers to the African

countries in the Horn.

The reliance on external powers lor arms supplies has

been judged to be a rather risky business. Hence, the

determination, as in the case of Egypt, to develop local arms

manufacturing, at least for small arms. As has been

demonstrated in many armed conflicts, the withholding of arms

supplies at crucial periods has greatly affected the conduct

of the war. Those African countries that cannot follow the

example or Egypt in developing their own arms manufacturing

industries have been searching for more secure arms suppliers

in other third world countries, such as, Brazil and India.

It is in southern Africa that many African States face a

major diiemna. The military strength of South Africa is

widely judged to be unrivaled in Atrica. It xs in this

context that South Africa is seen as a significant regional

power. Faced with the policy of destabilization by the
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Government ot South Arrica, these neighbouring countries or

Front-Line States had little choice but to build up their

security forces. They are compelled to do this at a time

when they should be devotinq their very scarce resources to

economic development programmes. This is an area where

assistance from other African States may be necessary.

Apart from the involvement at the Super Powers in the

enhancement ot African security in strategic locations, we

have also seen situations when some African States have

intervened to protect or subvert other African States. In

some instances, African military intervention may have been at

the urqinq of an extra-cont.inentaj power, such as the United

States or France. For example, when Moroccan troops

intervened at the request of the Zainan Government in Shaba

province, it was widely believed that the US had urqed Morocco

to do so.

The -various Libyan military interventions in African

countries, either at the request ot some African countries or

on its own wish, have been widely considered as a

destabilizing factor. In the situation of Chad, the Libyan

intervention was challenqed by both trance and the United

States. In the Liberian civil war, Libyan arms supplies to

Mr. Charles Taylor has been challenged Dy ECOMOG. But ECOMOG

concerns relate not only to arms supplies. it is believed

that Libya has been instrumental in training the force or



Mr. Taylor. This, by itself., may not have greatly disturbed

those contributing troops to ECOMOG. What is alarming to them

is the fact that among the troops under Mr. Taylor's command

are nationals of many West African countries. It is feared

that those troops might one day become a serious threat to the

peace and stability of many West African countries.

Keccipnai ;_and Sub-regional _JSecurity _Arranaements

There are many African countries that are reluctant to

rely on either extra-continental or other African powers to

protect or enhance their security, whether national or

internal. The preference of these States is either for a

continental-wide security arrangement or a sub-regional one.

When the OAU was established, it was the wish that Africa

would develop its own collective security machinery. The

African States had been bitterly disappointed by the wanner in

which the UN peace-keeping force performed in the Congo and

their hope was that an OAU military force would ensure African

security. it turned out that the conditions were not yet in

place to bring about such arrangements. Accordingly, not much

progress was made. For reasons which will be given below, it

is even unlikely that the OAU can develop a continental-wide

defensive military security arrangement at the present time.

The vigour and determination shown by ECOMOG in the search for
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peace and stability in Liberia may otier hope., and a better

chance, for security arrangements in West Africa.

VXQMQtiJigi-Atrician .Unity

Any effort to promote security, stability, development

and co-operation in Africa must certainly take into account

the tact that the hiqh hopes of the OAU, when it was

established, have not been realized. Regrettably, there is

more widespread disunity amonq African States than hitherto.

It would appear that as the memory of the common heritage of

colonialism recedes from memory, the things that divide

African States have become more pronounced. African States

are allowing the legacy of their colonial period, such as

differing languages and cultural associations to affect their

common approach to problems. Africans tend to feel that

division among African countries are encouraged by extra-

.continental powers. Be that as it may, the fact is that the

Africans are divided on many issues. Within the United

Nations, this factor is common knowledge. No one should put

the full blame on those who will exploit this* African

division. Africans themselves must strive to put an end to

their disunity.

It is at this point that we see the differences between

the European and African historical experience. Wariier,

reference was made to the fact that African States have not

experienced the bloody inter-State conflicts that Europe has
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qone through. It is this bitter lesson that has made

Europeans understand the absolute necessity for European unity

and understanding. But even this development would have been

insufficient had not the Western European powers perceived a

military threat from the Socialist countries in the Kast. It

was this perceived threat that solidified their determination

tor unity and co-operation. In addition, a major super-power

Mde a tremendous contribution towards that purpose or goal.

in the absence of this historical experience and

motivation, African States have not striven sufficiently to

attain unity and a sense of common purpose. In the early

struggle against colonialism and racism, African leaders and

peoples were much more united than they are today. There is a

need to call attention to the desirability of fostering

African unity This is essential tor the promotion of

security, stability, development and co-operation in Africa.

The-way disunity among African States can be detrimental

to African security became evident in ECOWAS' involvement in

the Ubenan civil war. The establishment of ECOMOG. and the

declared opposition of Mr. Charles Taylor to the force, caused

a split in ECOWAS along linguistic lines. Guinea is the only

Francophone State that is a member of ECOMOG. Opposed to

ECOMOG<s deployment and in support of: Mr. Taylor were two

Franco-phone States. It soon became clear that, unless urgent

steps were taken, ECOMOG might fail, due to this split. It



was therefore a hopeful development when the fccOWAS extra

ordinary Summit held in Bamako, Mali, succeeded in averting

such a split, when it endorsed ttCOMOG and etiorts taken by

ECuWAS to settle the dispute among Liberians. Now Mali and

Burkina i'aso have decided to send troops.

Cojri.LLii^t_Kesoj-ution.._in Atrica

in its determination to maintain international, peace and

security,, the United Nations charter provided tor arrangements

to promote the pacific settlement of dispute as well as for

enforcement or its decisions by means of force. In fact,

greater weight is given to the peaceful settlement ot disputes

than to the use of force. The new norm that was enunciated in

the Charter involves the renunciation by States of the use of

force to settle their disputes, except in exercise of their

right to individual or collective self-defence under

Chapter 51 of the Charter.

In the drafting of the OAU Charter, provisions were made

tor a committee of mediation, conciliation and arbitration.

The idea was to encourage OAU members to settle their disputes

peacefully without the resort to force. Unfortunately, the

Commission ot Mediation, Conciliation and. Arbitration has gone

largely unused. This, however, is nothing peculiar to the

African regional organization. States tend to utilize

informal arrangements for peaceful settlement more than

permanent structures. In the Latin American context,
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experience has also shown that the members of the GAS have

been more ready to accept more iniormal procedures. Equally,

in the GAU, there has been the practice of using ad.hoc

committees ior pacific settlement.

in the resolution of disputes among African countries,

the OAU has expressed preference for the use of OAU

arrangements. When the dispute involves a non-GAU member, the

preference is for a resort to the UN machinery - the Security

Council or the good offices of the Secretary-General.

In its early years, the OAU was successful in assisting

its members in the peaceful settlement ol a number oi

disputes. Undoubtedly, a major achievement of the OAU was its

decision on boundary disputes. Owing to the importance of

this decision, it j.s useful to examine braefiy how it was

achieved.

There is no doubt that the majority of OAU members wish

to retain- the present inherited boundaries. m the preamble

ot the OAU Charter, as well as in Article 11, paragraph 3, the

members solemnly atfirm and declare their adherence to

■'respect the sovereignty and territorial integrity of each

State ..." At the Heads of State meeting in May 196j, then

President Osman of Somalia spoke to the Assembly about the

Somalian claims to the Northern Frontiers District in Kenya

and Ogaden problems. The African delegates did not take

kindly to those references. President Houphouet-Boigny of
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£.ote._.d'Xvoire and then President Modibo Keita of Mali

criticized tne Somaiian President tor mentioning the frontier

disputes with Kenya and Ethiopia. in the end, Somalia was

isolated at the meeting.

The majority view oi African States on present African

boundaries was expressed at the first regular session of the

Assembly of Heads of State and Government which met in Cairo

in July 1964. At the Council of Ministers' meeting, which

preceded the Assembly of Heads of State meeting, the

delegation of the Republic of Tanzania proposed the inclusion

or an item on the agenda of the Assembly ot Heads of State.

The item dealt with "border disputes". The item was discussed

at a closed session of the Heads or State on 21 July 1964.

The Foreign Minister of Somalia, who was representing

President Gsman - who could not be present because of

constitutional problems in Somalia - informed the Assembly

that his Government was opposed to the discussion of the item.

Foreign Minister Yusuf Dualeh maintained that any

discussion of the item would prejudice the direct talks being

held between Somalia and Ethiopia, and Kenya and Somalia. He

appealed to the Heads of State not to take any action which

would affect the positions of the parties to the existing

border disputes. He then moved that: tl. . . . in respect oi: my

own country, Somalia, there can be no question ot our being

committed in any way by action taken by the Assembly as the
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result of discussion in which we cannot take our full part, as

in the case during this present session". The delegation of

Morocco also made reservations on the discussion of the item

After about 45 minutes of discussion, the Assembly of

Heads of State approved by acclamation a resolution on "Border

Disputes Among African States." The resolution stated that

border problems constitute a grave and permanent factor of

dissension. It asserted that the borders of African States,

on che day of their independence, constitute a tangible

reality. It also noted that the provision of the Charter of

the GAU obligated mentors to respect the territorial integrity

of member states. The operative part of the resolution stated

that the Assembly of Heads of State:

"(1) solemnly reaffirms the strict respect by the

Members of the Organization for the principles laid

down in Paragraph 3 of Article Hi of the Charter of

the Organization of African Unity; (2) Solemnly

declares that all. Member States pledge themselves to

respect the borders existing on their achievement of

national independence."

It was the general understanding of the Assembly that the

resolution would not affect the existing border problems being

dealt with by OAU groups such as the ad_hoc commissions on

border disputes. In spite of this understanding, Morocco and

Somalia made reservations on the resolution; both States



asserted that they couid not be bound by the resolution. This

attitude of the OAU on the question ot African boundaries

might explain the reluctance of both Morocco and Somalia to

seek OAU mediation of their border disputes. At the early

stages o£ their border disputes, Somalia and Morocco

endeavoured to seek a forum other than that of the OAU for the

mediation ot their disputes. The present attitude oi the

majority oi the African States would suggest that a State

seeking the change of present boundaries to its i avour would

find very little support within the OAU-

Even though summit meetings ot the OAU and other African

sub-regional groups have from time to time endeavoured to make

contributions to the peaceful settlement of disputes, there is

no clear evidence that the majority of African States has full

confidence in the African arrangement for conflict resolution.

For example, the more serious efforts to find a peaceful

resolution oi the Western Sahara problem have been handled by

the Secretary-General of the United Nations. The OAU, in its

many resolutions, has outlined its views on how best to

resol ve the prob.l em. However, because it has admitted the

Saharaoui Republic as a member of the OAU, Morocco has refused

to accept or recognize any role tor the OAU. Nevertheless, an

arrangement has been made by which the Secretary-General ot

the United Nations co-operates with the current Chairman ot

the OAU on the plan for a referendum- But this is a delicate
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exercise; an appearance is made as if the oAU is actively

engaged when in fact it is the Secretary-General of the UN

that is acceptable to Morocco, a major party to the dispute.

Uie_OAU. ancLlaternaJ Conf i_icts

It has long been recognized that the OAU members are

reluctant to tackle internal disputes. In the first instance,

it is believed that the OAU Charter does not allow

interference in internal conflicts and sovereign States

themselves are usually opposed to the intervention of regional

organizations in their internal conflicts. There is also the

view that African states, acknowledging that they have similar

internal difficulties, are unwilling to set a precedent by

encouraging the OAU to involve itself in internal conflicts.

Consequently, the OAU has shied away from intervening in

Atrican internal conflicts.

Vet, internal conflicts in Africa are a major concern.

Throughout the length and breadth of the continent, African

Governments are pre-occupied by the consequences of such

conflicts. Resources that should be devoted to peaceful uses

are beinc, utilised in the pursuit or conduct of these

conflicts. These conflicts also result in the loss of human

lives and much materiel destruction. Furthermore, owing to

these internal conflicts, many African countries, such as the

Sudan, Ethiopia, Angola and Mozambique are in need of

emergency food aid programmes. The question is often asXed
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why the OAU has done very little to help resolve these

conf1 lets.

Until recently, the United Nations and other Governments

have been reluctant to do that which the OAU had retrained

from doing. In fact, non-African Governments usually are

quided by what the OAU is willinq to do in such situations.

If, lor example, the OAU is unwilling to deal with the civil

strile in the Sudan, then other Governments are reluctant to

do so. However, the persistence of these internal conflicts

did encourage others to do something about them. This was the

context in which former President Carter attempted to offer

his good offices "to resolve the Ethiopian conflict". As is

known, his efforts reached an impasse over the representation

of the United Nations as an observer, an issue which may be

seen as according some form of recognition to the EPLF.

We are now witnessing the possibilities of mediation by

extra-Africa powers in tackling some of these internal

conflicts. The Government ol Portugal is presently involved

in peace talks between the MPLA Government and UNl'J'A of Dr.

Savimbi. Both the United States and the Soviet Union, two

powers with significant influence on the parties, will be

present as observers. The Secretary-General of the UN has

been requested to send an observer to these talks because it

is envisaged that the UN might be called upon to assist in the

monitoring of a cease-tire and the conduct of elections. With



regard to the conflict in Ethiopia, both the Government of

Italy and the USA are set to play a role. The most promising

is the US effort currently underway to mediate between the

Ethiopian Government and the BPLF. The only African

Government that has been called upon to assist in tackling

internal conflicts in an African country is Nigeria.

Recently, it was announced that the Government of the Sudan

had requested Nigeria to provide its "good of!ices".

Now that we have seen the involvement of non-Atrican

Powers in the mediation of internal conflicts, one wonders why

the OAU cannot alter the procedures and practices to deal with

such conflicts. is the time opportune to re-examine the OAU's

provisions on domestic jurisdiction? Even at the

international level, we observe a change of focus and

direction. It is now clearly understood that the

international community cannot for long ignore internal

conflicts that may escalate into international conflicts. The

international aspects or such conflicts could arise because of

external support of the major powers or a spill-over of these

conflicts into neighbouring countries. This is the reason why

States are inclined to assist Governments and parties engaged

in internal conflicts.

ECOWAS' involvement in the Liber.ian civil war oilers

instructive lessons. At one level, at could be argued that

the civil war in Liberia is an internal problem to be resolved
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by the Liberian people themselves. However, as noted above,

the oivi1 war did produce consequences, such as the overflow

ol: retuqees to neighbouring countries. In addition, nationals

oi many of these neighbouring countries were abducted by the

combattants in the civil war, and the Governments concerned

expressed the view that it was thexr legitimate right to

protect their nationals. Thus a situation arose when it was

likely that an essentially civil strife could escalate into an

international conflict. In the circumtances, KCOWAS invoked

its Agreement on Non-Agression and decided to intervene.

Subsequently, the Security council, which hitherto, had shown

reluctance to intervene, decided to formally place the subject

of Liberia on the Agenda - at the request of the

representatives of Liberia and other ECOWAS States - the

President of the Council, on behalf: of its members, issued a

Statement that endorsed the role ol ECOWAS and that of ECOMOG.

These developments represent major possibilities for the

future.

A Security Council of, the. QAU

At the time the late President Stevens of Sierra Leone

was current Chairman of the OAU, the Sierra Leone delegation

made strenuous efforts to win endorsement of a proposal to

establish a Security Council of the OAU. Sierra Leone was

motivated towards their goal by the conclusion that the OAU

lacked adequate machinery to take binding decisions on its



members in the security field. Taking cognizance of the

United Nations Charter, it was realized that while the General

Assembly of the United Nations could, in general terms, only

make recommendations to Member States, the Security Council

had authority to adopt binding decisions on Member States.

Along these lines, it was the intention to establish a

Security-Council of the OAU that will make effective decisions

on security matters. There was also the recognition that the

existing arrangements for mediation and conciliation were not

functioning. It was hoped that a Security Council would

enable the OAU to be more active in the resolution of disputes

among OAU members. It is not clear why these efforts of

Sierra Leone never really got off the ground. What was

evident was that certain members of the OAU reacted coolly to

the proposal. There was a suspicion, which was never

substantiated, that extra-African powers were opposed to the

notion ol the OAU having an effective machinery to tackle

disputes among its members. Regrets have been expressed that

no further attempts have been made to revive this idea of a

Security Council for the OAU.

The. OAU and Human Rights

In the examination of the high priority assigned to

questions of internal security by many African Governments,

allusion was made to the tact that massive violations of human

rights may be one of the consequences of such practices. The
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tendency oX many African Governments to be silent when human

rights are being violated - on the grounds that to speak out

will violate the non-interference provision of the OAU - has

been criticized by many African commentators and others. In

fact, the record of the OAU in the defense 01 human rights has

not been favourable. This is why eiforts have been made to

obtain OAU endorsement of an African-wide Charter to protect

human rights of the African people. This, of course will not

be easy as we have noted that internal security control is a

major concern of many African countries. Nevertheless, an

indication of African maturity will be the willingness of

African Governments to speak continually ot the violation of

human rights whenever and wherever it occurs.

As is well known, a significant factor in the European

security arrangements is the importance given to the human

rights basket. By this understanding, the protection of human

rights became a general European concern. European

Governments are pledged to uphold certain acceptable standards

and they will held accountable for their violations. This

process greatly helped to accelerate the process of

democratization in Eastern Europe and improved the human

conditions ot the European people. Similarly, it will be

necessary for all African countries to make the violation of

human rights their special concern. They should no longer

refrain from criticizing those who tailed to protect the basic



numan rights of the African people. The process on security,

stability, development and cooperation in Africa will, have no

substantive meaning unless the protection of human rights is

given a pride of place.

Conclusions

What has been demonstrated in this paper is that a

different approach is warranted in tackling problems oi:

security in Africa. Nevertheless, no one should minimize the

implications of the emphasis that has been demonstrated in

Atrican countries in assigning higher priority to the

enhancement of their internal security apparatus. Whether one

allocates scarce resources to international or internal

security matters, the impact on the local economy is often the

same. In a different context, the question has often been

asked: wnat price security? To respond adequately to such a

question, one must deal with the difficult issue of threat

perception. We have shown that issues of threat perception in

Africa are wholly different from the European experience.

Fortunately for the African continent, opposing hostile

aligned systems have not emerged. The one single battleline

today is that between the military power of the Republic of

South Africa and the west of Africa, particularly the Front-

Line States that have paid a heavy price of destabij.izati.on.

But as the world community hopes for a rapid elimination of

the apartheid system in South Africa, with the emergence of a



democratic poi icy in the Republic, it is not too early to

beqi n to think about security in the African continent.

Surely, the shape of such arrangements will not be the same as

in Europe due to the differing historical, military and

security experiences. But there are certain essential

elements that will be most beneficial for Africa. We have

already alluded to the importance oi: the human, rights..basket

which will be of enormous benefit to the African people.

There is also the necessity for the free exchange of ideas and

commodities as well as freedom of movement of peoples. This

latter consideration, of course, would presuppose the

development of infrastructure, particularly those relating to

communication and transportation, areas in which Africa today

is rather deficient.

Pernaps it might be useful to make some references to

views which have been advocated by some scholars that might be

relevant to the subject matter of this paper. There was

always the argument as to which comes first, economic

development or political development. In the struggle for

independence in many African countries, the idea was put

forward that it was better to seek first the "political

kingdom" with the hope that everything else will be added to

it. Although one may argue that, in fact, Africa and many

countries in the Third World have attained their political

"kingdoms"; in reality they are dependent territories in terms



ot economic resources and performances* Experience liay also

shown that excessive economic dependence on outside Powers can

adversely a! I ect the viability ol political independence- By

and larqy, one should begin to fimpnaslze that political

deveJopment in many African countries ought to become a pre

condition tor economic development. Political development in

this sense involves not only the recruitment and socialization

of political Leaders. it involves essentially psychological

preparedness for governance. It is in this context that the

issue or how best to toster leadership is o£ the utmost

importance. Leadership, or course, should not be seen as

synonymous with rulership. While we may have an abundance of

rulers, we cannot make the same claim lor leadership.
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